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Executive Summary 
The South Los Angeles Math (SLAM) Project is a nine-year longitudinal study created through a strategic 
partnership between College Bridge, Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), and California State Uni-
versity - Los Angeles (CSULA). The overarching purpose of this research project is to learn the best practic-
es to employ in order to increase college access and success for underrepresented students. The strategy 
is to bridge the high school and university curriculum and leverage the students’ senior year of high school 
as a catalyst for college success. Students who successfully complete MATH109 earn general education 
college math credit and satisfy all remediation requirements at any of the CSU’s 23 campuses.   

This research project is divided into three phases, each consisting of three years, for an aggregate nine-
year longitudinal study.  The first three years are the pilot phase. In this phase the goals are to measure the 
efficacy of the program, analyze various teaching configurations, and determine best practices for scale.  
Each year one new school is added to the project with one new cohort of up to 30 students.  To date, 169 
students from six cohorts in three urban LAUSD high schools participated in the project.  Their average col-
lege matriculation rate was 91% compared with an average of 54% for the schools served.  Their aggre-
gate college math remediation rate was 27% compared to a 67% baseline. In addition, cohorts 1-3 had a 
93% college persistence rate from year 1 to year 2 and cohort 1 had an 81% persistence rate through year 
3 in college. 

In terms of program efficacy, SLAM pass rates are measured against the pass rates at CSULA.  The six co-
horts had an average MATH 109 pass rate of 75% compared with an average of 71% for the same course 
taught at CSULA.  Additional efficacy measures are students’ growth in mathematical practices and self-
perception of college readiness.  SLAM students demonstrated a 33% aggregate growth in mathematical 
practices.  In terms of college readiness, 83% of students reported that the program changed their self-
perception of readiness with a total of 92% considering themselves ready after completing the program. 

A set of teaching configurations were tested to determine how to best sustain and scale the program.  
These included (1) a CSULA professor/LAUSD teacher co-teaching team, (2) a trained LAUSD teacher/
LAUSD teacher team, and (3) a trained LAUSD teacher alone. Training came from one semester partici-
pating in the professor/teacher co-teaching team.  A plan for sustainability of the project was for a LAUSD 
teacher to become approved to continue teaching the course for college credit after the co-teaching 
experience with the professor.  Furthermore, scalability was planned as a result of trained LAUSD teachers 
co-teaching with, and thus training, their peers.  Although no variation in pass rates were found to be at-
tributable to the various models, the professor/teacher co-teaching experience was found as a best 
practice for professional development.  This finding did not extend to the teacher/teacher configuration. 

Finally, five best practices were uncovered based on the findings in this study.  They are (1) use concurrent 
enrollment as a college readiness strategy for underrepresented students, (2) Use the mathematical prac-
tices as the curricular foundation, (3) implement a strategic student selection process, (4) develop a com-
munity of practice through bidirectional professional development, and (5) scale-up the program by insti-
tutionalizing it across all partners. 
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Introduction 

The Need 

Access to a college education is critical for improv-
ing people’s quality of life and society as a whole. 
On average, graduating with a Bachelor’s degree 
will result in $2.8 million in earned wages over a life-
time as opposed to $1.3 million with only a high 
school diploma (Carnevale, Stephen, & Ban, 2011). 
Society also benefits from a college-educated pop-
ulation with a robust economy, stronger civic en-
gagement, and lower levels of crime, poverty, and 
health care costs (Baum, Ma, & Payea, 2010). Unfor-
tunately, college graduation rates for under-
represented students (minority, first-generation, low-
income) are decreasing in comparison to white, 
non-Hispanic students even though students of col-
or constitute the nation’s fastest growing demo-
graphic (US Census Bureau, 2010). The six-year grad-
uation rates and degree attainment rates by race 
at 4-year postsecondary institutions are listed in Ta-
ble 1.1. 

If current college graduation trends continue, there 
will be shortage of 16 million college-educated 
workers nationally and one million in California by 
the year 2025 (Matthews, 2015). A major factor that 
hinders students’ ability to graduate from college is 
the high rate of academic remediation. Specifically, 
1.7 million students nationwide place in remedial 
college classes annually (Alliance for Excellent Edu-
cation, 2011) at a staggering cost of $7 billion to 
states and the Federal government (Scott-Clayton, 
Crosta, & Belfield, 2012). Of these students, fewer 
than 10% earn a degree from community colleges 
within three years and little more than one-third 
complete bachelor’s degrees in six years (Complete 
College America, 2012). Students who are able to 
complete their college degrees are adversely af-
fected by remediation through the accumulation of 
greater debt, spending more time in college, and 
delaying their entrance into the workforce (Tierney 
& Garcia, 2011). This has a toxic effect on the nation 
and the state of California through lower income tax 
revenues and an unskilled workforce (Johnson, 
Sengupta, & Murphy, 2009). 

Table 1.1                                                                                                                                                 Keng et al., 2015 

The Intervention 

The South Los Angeles Math (SLAM) Project is a 
strategic partnership forged with Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District (LAUSD), College Bridge, and 
California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA). 
This program brings together high school teachers 
and college professors to co-teach college level 
math concurrent enrollment courses in order to 
offer students the opportunity to bypass academ-
ic remediation. These courses are offered free of 
charge to at-risk students on urban public high 
school campuses during the regular school day. 
Students who successfully complete these classes 
earn college math credit and completely satisfy 
remediation requirements at all 23 of The Califor-

 Black Hispanic White Asian Total 

6-year graduation rates (2013) 40.8% 52.5% 62.9% 70.5% 59.4% 

Degree Attainment (2014) 22.4% 15.1% 40.8% 63.2% 34% 

The remediation problem is particularly pervasive 
across the largest public university system in the 
nation, The California State University (CSU), 
which serves more than 400,000 students across 
23 campuses. The CSU system spends close to 
$30 million annually on remediation. In 2014, 27% 
of incoming freshmen across the Cal State sys-
tem placed in remedial mathematics courses, 
despite the fact that the organization draws from 
the top third of California’s high school gradu-
ates (The California State University, 2014b). At 
California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA) 
the problem is exacerbated with 55% of their in-
coming freshmen requiring math remediation 
(The California State University, 2014a) resulting in 
a particularly pernicious effect on minority, first-
generation, and low-income students. Cal State 
LA, as a US Department of Education Accredited 

Postsecondary Minority Serving Institution, matric-
ulated 51% Latino and 10% African American stu-
dents in 2015. In addition, 53% are first generation 
college students and 71% of incoming freshmen 
received Pell Grants based on their financial 
need. 
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nia State University (CSU) system’s campuses. 

The strategy of the SLAM Project is to bridge the high 
school and university curriculum and leverage the 
students’ senior year of high school as a catalyst for 
college success.  As such, students eligible for the 
SLAM project were offered the opportunity to take a 
free college level math course during the first semes-
ter of their senior year of high school. This project 
was predicated on Jobs for The Future’s contention 
that the period between 12th grade and the first 
year of college should be a “shared transition zone” 
in which secondary and postsecondary educational 
institutions collaborate in order to increase college 
access and success for underrepresented students 
(Vargas & Venezia, 2015). Specifically, Vargas & Ve-
nezia (2015) argue that this transition zone should be 
based on three key principals: (1) co-design, (2) co-
delivery, and (3) co-validation.  

Co-design involves planning together courses, cur-
ricular pathways, support systems, and professional 
development opportunities. The curriculum and 
structure of the course were developed and deliv-
ered collaboratively by university and high school 
faculty. Unlike most concurrent enrollment courses 
that target gifted students and are offered on col-
lege campuses, the SLAM course is taught to at-risk 
high school seniors on their home campus during the 
regular school day. The program was developed in 
this manner in order to accommodate as many stu-
dents as possible within the regular structure of their 
school day. 

Co-delivery focuses on sharing and coordinating 
faculty and staff, facilities, and all other resources to 
implement the co-designed activities. The SLAM 
course was designed using collaborative instruction-
al methods that bring together college faculty and 
high school teachers. 

Finally, co-validation is concerned with accepting 
agreed-upon assessments, successful completion of 
performance tasks, and other evidence of learning 
proficiency. All assessments were collaboratively 
graded by high school teachers and the college 
professor – norming to what the professor deemed 
“college-level rigor”. In addition, the university en-
sured that all students who earned a “C” or higher in 
the course would be exempt for math remediation 
at any of the 23 CSUs. 

Curriculum.  The entire curriculum spans two se-
mesters with the first being the concurrent enroll-
ment class and the second a primary research pro-
ject building on the skills learned in semester one.  
The concurrent enrollment course, Quantitative 
Reasoning with Statistics (MATH 109), is one of the 

general education mathematics options for CSULA 
students. Statistics is the science of collecting, or-
ganizing, interpreting, and making inferences from 
data. As such, statistics is an important tool in most 
fields of study. Statistics was chosen for this project 
as the mechanism for developing college level 
quantitative reasoning skills due to its immediate 
applications in education, humanities, and social 
sciences. 

In the second semester, students conduct a group 
research project to study a community problem.  
The goal of incorporating the statistics curriculum 
in connection to civic engagement is primarily to 
deepen students’ learning of statistics as well as to 
foster a sense of civic responsibility. The students 
become aware of the power of using statistics as a 
persuasive tool. Specifically, the objectives of this 
curriculum are: (1) students demonstrate compre-
hension of significant statistical learning, (2) stu-
dents display evidence of the ability to use statisti-
cal principles in civic engagement, and (3) stu-
dents apply statistical practices in their everyday 
world. 

High impact teaching and learning practices were 
used as they have been found to be beneficial for 
all college students in general and specifically 
helpful for under-represented students’ retention 
and persistence (Kuh, 2008). Among these high 
impact practices, the SLAM curriculum incorpo-
rates collaborative learning, projects, and commu-
nity-based primary research throughout the pro-
gram. 

Instructional Models.  The SLAM Project is evalu-
ating three instructional models: (1) co-teaching 
with a CSULA professor and LAUSD teacher, (2) co-
teaching with two LAUSD teachers, and (3) one 
LAUSD teacher teaching alone. The professor/
teacher co-teaching model was implemented 
first. Once the LAUSD teacher co-taught the first-
semester course with the professor, that teacher 
co-taught MATH 109 with a colleague. During this 
phase, the trained teacher assumed the professor 
role. In year three, the teacher taught the course 
alone. The researchers were concerned with the 
effects the different teaching models had on stu-
dent outcomes. 

Structure of the class.  In order to prove that 
passing students are college-ready, it was impera-
tive that the course retained the level of rigor, in-
tegrity, and fidelity of the college course. It was 
equally important that the students were provided 
proper support to help them make the transition 
from high school to college. In order to achieve 
this balance, the course was split into lecture days 
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Theoretical Frameworks 

This research project builds upon two theoretical 
frameworks: Academic Disjuncture Theory and Col-
lege Readiness Indicator Systems (CRIS). Academic 
Disjuncture Theory postulates that the overarching 
barrier to college access and success is “the deeply-
embedded chasm that separates K–12 from post-
secondary education in the United States” (Kirst & 
Usdan, 2009, p. 5). These researchers contend that a 
seamless educational pipeline between K-12 schools 
and higher education is key to the unfettered pro-
gress of students between educational segments. 
Currently the systemic disconnections are most pro-
nounced in the areas of curricula, assessments, fi-
nancial processes, data systems, and accountability 
(Brown & Niemi, 2007; Domina & Ruzek, 2012; 
Kurlaender, Jackson, & Howell, 2012). The SLAM Pro-
ject attempts to fuse K-12 and higher education to-
gether by bringing high school teachers and college 
professors to work collaboratively to decrease the 
high rates of mathematics remediation. 

The College Readiness Indicator Systems (CRIS) are 
valid, reliable, and actionable indicators of three 
dimensions of college readiness: academic prepar-
edness, academic tenacity, and college knowledge 
(Borsato, Nagaoka, & Foley, 2013). This study is predi-
cated on the activities, resources, processes, and 
outcomes at the individual (student), setting 
(school), and systemic (inter-segmental partners) 
levels. Academic preparedness includes content 
knowledge and skills as well as cognitive strategies 
instrumental to succeed in credit bearing courses in 
college. Academic tenacity encompasses the un-
derlying beliefs, attitudes, and values that drive stu-
dent achievement coupled with behaviors of active 
participation and perseverance. College 
knowledge embodies the information, skills, and be-
haviors that foster college access and success. On 
an individual level, we gauge SLAM students’ per-
sonal development toward college readiness 
through their MATH 109 pass rates, study skills, persis-
tence, expectations for future, and college 
knowledge. Similarly, on a setting level we investi-
gate the SLAM Program’s instructional coherence 
and rigor. Systemically, we delineate the best prac-
tices for increasing college access and success for 

where the professorial (or teacher assuming the 
professor role) led the course using the familiar col-
lege lecture format. The lectures were bookended 
with student-centered “workshop” days where the 
high school teacher addressed questions from the 
previous day’s lecture. 

Research Design 

SLAM is a mixed-methods longitudinal study whose 
overarching purpose is to learn the best practices 
to employ in order to increase college access and 
success for under-represented students from 
LAUSD and CSULA.  This inquiry method was cho-
sen because it is the most appropriate and effec-
tive way to investigate the research questions.  
Both quantitative and qualitative methods are 
critical to adequately comprehend the possible 
effects a senior-year intervention of a college-level 
math course has on the access and persistence 
rates of under-represented students.  Furthermore, 
it is imperative to answer both the 
“what” (quantitative) as well as the “how and 
why” (qualitative) factors that influence college 
retention rates for this specific population. 

In optimal circumstances, an experimental design 
could be used to empirically verify the conclusions 
derived from the study. However, the exploratory 
nature of this research inhibits the ability to accu-
rately identify and operationally define the most 
relevant variables in advance. In addition, a ran-
domized control trial would be both inappropriate 
and impossible for an investigation such as this 
one.  The fact that SLAM Project serves a very spe-
cific population limits the use of inferential statistics 
to construct generalizable conclusions.  Similarly, a 
quasi-experimental design would only be able to 
answer the quantitative research questions largely 
ignoring the rich qualitative data that comple-
ment the study and increase its validity.  For these 
reasons, statistical analyses were limited to the use 
of descriptive statistics. The two quantitative data 
collection methods that were used were: pre and 
post student surveys, exam and course pass rates.  
SLAM students were compared to a control group 
from the same LAUSD High Schools in the study.  
Conversely, qualitative methods are crucial to drill 
down beyond the numbers and understand the 
specific personal challenges under-represented 
students face that hinder their success in college.  
The literature on student retention in higher educa-
tion centers on three levels: individual, institutional, 
and social and external (Jensen, 2011). The only 
way to investigate how the interplay of these fac-
tors influence their retention rates is to take into 
account demographic, academic achievement, 
attendance, as well as English Learner data.  The 
two qualitative data collection methods that were 
used included: in-depth interviews, and open end-
ed surveys. 
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 Research Design 

SLAM is a mixed-methods longitudinal study whose 
overarching purpose is to learn the best practices to 
employ in order to increase college access and suc-
cess for under-represented students from LAUSD and 
CSULA.  This inquiry method was chosen because it is 
the most appropriate and effective way to investi-
gate the research questions.  Both quantitative and 
qualitative methods are critical to adequately com-
prehend the possible effects a senior-year interven-
tion of a college-level math course has on the ac-
cess and persistence rates of under-represented 
students.  Furthermore, it is imperative to answer 
both the “what” (quantitative) as well as the “how 
and why” (qualitative) factors that influence college 
retention rates for this specific population. 

In optimal circumstances, an experimental design 
could be used to empirically verify the conclusions 
derived from the study. However, the exploratory 
nature of this research inhibits the ability to accu-
rately identify and operationally define the most rel-
evant variables in advance. In addition, a random-
ized control trial would be both inappropriate and 
impossible for an investigation such as this one.  The 
fact that SLAM Project serves a very specific popula-
tion limits the use of inferential statistics to construct 
generalizable conclusions.  Similarly, a quasi-
experimental design would only be able to answer 
the quantitative research questions largely ignoring 
the rich qualitative data that complement the study 
and increase its validity.  For these reasons, statistical 
analyses were limited to the use of descriptive statis-
tics. The two quantitative data collection methods 
that were used were: pre and post student surveys, 
exam and course pass rates.  SLAM students were 
compared to a control group from the same LAUSD 
High Schools in the study.  Conversely, qualitative 
methods are crucial to drill down beyond the num-
bers and understand the specific personal challeng-
es under-represented students face that hinder their 
success in college.  The literature on student reten-
tion in higher education centers on three levels: indi-
vidual, institutional, and social and external (Jensen, 
2011). The only way to investigate how the interplay 
of these factors influence their retention rates is to 
take into account demographic, academic 

achievement, attendance, as well as English 
Learner data.  The two qualitative data collection 
methods that were used were in-depth interviews 
and open ended surveys. 

Research Questions.  This study is anchored by 
the following four research questions: 

1.  What effect, if any, do these instructional mod-
els have on the pass rates of MATH 109 for 
SLAM students? 

a. The co-teaching by a CSULA professor and 
a LAUSD high school teacher. 

b. The co-teaching by a SLAM certified LAUSD 
teacher and a colleague. 

c. The teaching by a SLAM certified LAUSD 
teacher. 

2. What effect, if any, does SLAM Project have 
on the college: 
a. matriculation rates of under-represented 

students? 
b. math remediation rates of under-

represented students? 
c. persistence rates of the six cohorts? 

3. How does SLAM Project shape students’ per-
ceptions of: 
a. themselves as college-ready? 
b. their choice of college majors? 

4. What are the SLAM Project best practices? 
a. How can they be scaled-up to the entire 

LAUSD? 
b. How can they be scaled-up to the entire 

CSULA’s service area? 
 

Site and Student Selection.  The site and student 
selection criteria were crucial in targeting the pop-
ulations most affected by the math remediation 
dilemma.  School sites were chosen based upon 
demographics, CSU remediation rates of college 
bound seniors, and feeder patterns to CSULA.  
Schools serving a high population of low-income, 
minority students with high CSU remediation rates 
were chosen.  High School 3 has significantly lower 
rates in all three categories, but is the largest feed-
er high school to CSULA.  Table 1.2 contains the 
profiles of the three schools selected for the pilot. 

2013 - 
2014 

Enrollment Hispanic/
Latino 

African  
American 

Low      
Income 

UC/CSU 
Eligible 

CSU Math  
Remediation Rate 

HS 1 1,831 94% 5% 85% 22% 83% 

HS 2 1,739 93% 2% 88% 40% 70% 

HS 3 2,571 58% 2% 65% 40% 46% 

Table 1.2 
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Students eligible for the SLAM class are those who 
would most likely place in remediation due to 
demonstrated difficulty in math in grades 9 through 
11 or those who may feel competent in math but 
have only completed Algebra 2 by the end of their 
junior year.  Completion of Algebra 2 with a grade of 
C or higher is a CSU prerequisite for the course.  We 
excluded University of California eligible students 
(top 9% in the state) and included only CSU eligible 
students (top 30%) with a GPA range of 2.3 – 3.2.  
Teacher recommendations were also required. 

Data Collection and Analysis.  In order to obtain 
baseline quantitative data from the SLAM students, 
two measures were used.  First, a baseline pass rate 
of CSULA’s MATH 109 course was determined using 
three years of students spanning 51 sections of the 
course.  This pass rate was compared to those of the 
individual SLAM cohorts to determine the effective-
ness of teaching configurations. In addition, the 
SLAM aggregate pass rate determined the efficacy 
of the program. Next, a pre-course diagnostic exam 
was administered to measure the students’ baseline 
mathematical practices.  These data were com-
pared with the final exam and a post-test to deter-
mine the correlation between students’ pre and 
post mathematical practices as well as the correla-
tion between math practices and scores on the final 
exam. 

The secondary type of quantitative data collected 
were from Likert scales that measured students’ self-
perceptions of college readiness.  Students reported 
their perception of college math readiness on a 
scale of 1 (not ready) to 4 (ready).  These data were 

collected at the beginning and end of the first 
semester to determine whether the SLAM class 
changed students’ self-perception of college 
readiness.  The Likert scale was included in two 
quantitative surveys (pre-MATH 109 and post-
MATH 109).  The pre-survey asked students to de-
fine college readiness and also state their intend-
ed colleges and major.  The post-survey con-
tained open-ended questions to determine if the 
program changed their self-perception of college 
readiness and also about any changes in intend-
ed colleges or major as a result of the program.  
The post survey also included questions about 
what students’ liked best and least about the pro-
gram in order to learn best practices.  All students 
in Cohorts 1-6 completed these surveys. 

Additional surveys were given to students in Co-
horts 1-3 to determine college matriculation and 
math remediation rates.  Cohort 1 answered an 
additional survey to determine persistence rates 
and the number of units earned after year one of 
college.  In the winter of year three National Stu-
dent Clearinghouse data were used to cross-
reference self-reported survey data. 

SLAM instructors participated in in-depth inter-
views to collect additional qualitative data on the 
project.  A professor was interviewed once per 
year after completion of the MATH 109 semester.  
All teachers were interviewed twice per year: 
once after the first semester of MATH 109 and 
again after completion of the second semester.  
These data provided supporting evidence to the 
quantitative findings by helping us understand 
variations in pass rates and implementation mod-
els. 

Professor Webster and Mr. Bosley, SLAM’s first co-teaching team.  
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Findings 
The SLAM Project’s three-year pilot served six cohorts 
totaling 169 students from three large urban LAUSD 
high schools. The findings are as follows: (1) all six 
cohorts had an average MATH 109 pass rate of 75% 
compared with an average of 71% for the same 
course taught at CSULA, (2) the instructional model 
had no impact on student pass rates, (3) the aggre-
gate college matriculation rate of 91% compared to 
a baseline of 54%, (4) the aggregate college math 
remediation rate was 27% compared to a 67% base-
line, (5) Cohorts 1-3 had a 93% persistence rate from 
year 1 to year 2 in college, and (6) 81% of Cohort 1 
persisted to year three.  Additionally, four best prac-
tices were discovered.  These are presented sepa-
rately in a section following the explanation of the 
five findings stated above. 

The school sites, teachers and students were coded 
to protect the identity of the participants.  Table 2.1 
contains the coding protocol for schools and teach-
ers. 

The students are coded Student 1C1, 1C2, 1C3,
…,2C1, 2C2, 3C3,…,3C1, 3C2, 3C3…, for Cohorts 1 - 
6 respectively, all with the last character being ran-
domly assigned. 

 

What effect do the instructional models have on the 
pass rates of MATH 109? 

To date, all three models have been studied with 
three samples of the professor-teacher model, two 
samples of the teacher-teacher configuration, and 
one sample of the teacher alone.  

Quantitative Evidence.  Table 2.2 illustrates the MATH 
109 pass rate for each year based on instructional 
model and cohort.  Based on the six cohorts in the 
pilot study, the teacher configuration does not ap-
pear to have an impact on the pass rates.  

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

HS 
1 

Cohort 1  
Professor/
Teacher A 

Cohort 3 
Teacher A/
Teacher B 

Cohort 5 
Teacher A 

HS 
2 

  Cohort 2 
Professor/
Teacher C 

Cohort 4 
Teacher C/
Teacher D 

HS 
3 

    Cohort 6 
Professor/
Teacher E 

Table 2.1 

Academic 
Year 

Professor/
Teacher 

Teacher/
Teacher 

Teacher 

Year 1 
(2013-2014) 

75% 
(Cohort 1) 

    

Year 2 
(2014-2015) 

67% 
(Cohort 2) 

56% 
(Cohort 3) 

  

Year 3 
(2015-2016) 

85% 
(Cohort 6) 

86% 
(Cohort 4) 

80% 
(Cohort 5) 

Table 2.2 

Qualitative Data.  There was a significant dip in 
pass rates in year two that we suspected may be 
due to the absence of the professor in Cohort 3.  
After completing the second year of the program, 
Teacher A reported that students reacted differ-
ently when taught by the university professor.  Spe-
cifically, the fact that a college professor was 
teaching the course was exciting for the students 
and caused them to take the course more serious-
ly from the onset.  

After experiencing both configurations, Teacher A 
compared the experiences and explained the 
different effect on students: 

 
I think the students started off taking the class 
a little more seriously last year when [the pro-
fessor] was co-teaching with me. I don’t want 
to say fear but for lack of a better word they 
were a little bit intimidated by her, which also 
made them take the class a little bit more seri-
ously at the beginning. As this class pro-
gressed…where the students view me now 
and where they viewed [the professor] last 
year at this point is very similar. But like I said, 
the start was much better last year with [the 
professor]. 

Further evidence of this was provided by Student 
2C3 who reported, "The interaction with an actual 
college professor and knowing it was a college 
class made me try even harder."  Whether the stu-
dents were intimidated, excited or a combination 
of both, the presence of the professor impacted 
how the students felt about the class.   
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Based on these findings in year two, an adjustment 
was made in year three by having the professor 
attend the first class to review the college expecta-
tions and set the tone.  We sought to learn if this 
connection with the professor and university at the 
onset would be enough to cause the students to 
take the class as seriously from the beginning as 
they do when the professor teaches the entire 
course.  The high pass rates in year three suggest 
that this practice may be sufficient exposure to the 
professor.  

Despite the quantitative data showing the highest 
pass rate in the teacher/teacher configuration with 
Cohort 4, teacher interviews revealed that this con-
figuration was frustrating for both teachers.  The 
new co-teachers reported feeling useless in the 
classroom because they did not have the level of 
content knowledge they felt necessary to support 
the students.  They expressed a strong desire to as-
sist their co-teacher, who now took on the professo-
rial role.  For example, Teacher D actually began 
crying when she reported: 

 

Sometimes I wouldn’t even want to show up 
because I felt bad.  I felt like I was doing a dis-
service to the kids and I felt embarrassed with 
[the co-teacher] because I wanted to help her 
and I was like ‘tell me’ and she doesn’t be-
cause she’s so nice. I would tell her ‘just tell me 
how I can help you’ and she wouldn’t because 
she’s awesome. 

However, the lead teachers reported that as they 
were stepping into the professorial role for the first 
time they did not know how to also coach a mentor 
teacher into that role simultaneously.  Teacher C, 
who served as the mentor co-teacher for Teacher 
D, shared, “This year not having [the professor] in 
the class was definitely a lot more difficult for me 
because it is something that I’ve never taught be-
fore.  I got to see [the professor] last year but it’s 
different when I’m the one teaching it versus her.”  
Despite the reported benefit with the teacher/
teacher co-teaching model of additional resources 
to help students, frustration was reported by all who 
experienced this configuration. 

 

Conversely, all three teachers who co-taught with 
the professor claimed that that configuration was 
best. The reasons provided were that the professor 
was most knowledgeable about the college-level 
content. It was also useful to have the high school 
teacher circulate in the classroom and feed real 
time information to the professors about the area 
in which the students were struggling.  The high 
school teacher could also help scaffold the con-
tent so the students could better understand.  The 
teachers reported this model as being imperative 
for training them in the college-level content, ex-
pectations, and pedagogy.  So much so, that this 
model is reported as a best practice for profession-
al development.  This model did not, however, 
translate well to the teacher/teacher configura-
tion.   

In conclusion, the lessons learned about the 
teaching configurations are (1) the professor-
teacher combination is a useful model for new 
teacher training, and (2) the teacher-teacher 
combination is not an effective training model.  
There is a possibility that the teacher-teacher con-

What effect does the SLAM program have on stu-
dents’ college matriculation rates? 

 

Quantitative.  The aggregate college matricula-
tion rate for Cohorts 1-6 is 91% compared to the 
high schools’ baseline college access rate of 54%.  

Qualitative.  While our students’ rates are signifi-
cantly higher than the average, we still had 11 
students who did not matriculate into college im-
mediately after high school. “Summer Melt” is the 
term researchers use to describe this phenome-
non of students – who despite having completed 
all the key steps signaling their intent to matricu-
late into college – do not attend the fall immedi-
ately following their high school graduation 
(Benjamin L. Castleman, Page, & Snowdon, 2013). 
Nationally, estimates of this problem range from 
from 10 to 40 percent (B.L. Castleman & Page, 
2014) with our population experiencing summer 
melt at a rate of 14%. Student 3C7 described her 
personal challenges: 
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I was enrolled [in a four-year college] but during 
the summer received an email that said some-
thing was wrong with my transcripts. I thought 
that maybe I should enroll in community col-
lege instead but couldn't because of some 
family issues I currently have. I don't know when 
I'll start college. I'm hoping maybe next year. 

While this student originally matriculated into a local 
CSU, the problem of summer melt is amplified when 
students choose universities farther away from 
home. As Student 2C24 explained: 

I did not end up attending college for the year 
2015-2016 because I had my admissions on 
hold. After I got it fixed, it was too late for me to 
even register for classes. There were only 3 days 
left to choose where to live and Monterey Bay is 
6 hours away from LA! It was hard to get every-
thing done before then. I decided to attend 
instead for 2016-2017 school year as a freshman 
at a Cal State closer to home. 

Financial issues also played a critical role in some of 
our students experiencing summer melt. While the 
majority of our students came from low-income 
families and were Pell Grant eligible, the price of 
college coupled with their strong aversion to stu-
dent loans resulted in them delaying their postsec-
ondary education.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student 2C10 described her strategy as follows, 
“Instead of starting college right away, I decided 
to join the military first to help me pay my tuition. 
After three years, I can use the GI Bill to pay for 
my college. So I have to put college on hold for 
now.” Similarly, Student3C23 described his ap-
proach: 

The reason why I didn't enroll in college yet is 
because I had to look for a job that would 
work around my community college sched-
ule. The problem is that most jobs give you a 
fixed schedule and I had to move classes 
around so it didn’t work out. Now that I found 
a job where I can request the hours I need off 
in advance, I plan to enter college next se-
mester. 

Finally, even though one of the requirements of 
the SLAM program is that students must have a 
desire to enroll in college immediately after high 
school, one SLAM student changed his mind com-
pletely. 1C26 explained his rationale: 

I decided I’m not going to go to college any-
more. It’s too expensive and I don’t want to 
live in debt for the rest of my life. Nobody in 
my family ever went to college so I don’t real-
ly think I have to either. I have too many fami-

What effect does the SLAM program have on stu-
dents’ college math remediation rate? 

The SLAM project specifically targeted students 
who were CSU eligible and, based upon multiple 
measures, deemed likely to place in college math 
remediation.  The CSU system provides high school 
proficiency reports with data for all students who 
matriculated into any of the 23 CSU campuses.  
Based on those reports, the three high schools in 
our study had CSU remediation rates of 83%, 70% 
and 46% for all incoming freshmen in the fall of the 
year prior to beginning the program.  CSULA’s re-
mediation rate was 67% at the onset of the study. 

Most universities utilize a placement test to ascer-
tain which students are not required to enroll in 
developmental math classes. The CSU, specifical-
ly, delineates eight ways that students can 
demonstrate college math readiness:  

I decided I’m not going 
to go to college any-
more.  It’s too expen-
sive and I don’t want to 
live in debt for the rest 
of my life. 
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Based solely on SLAM pass rates, 84% of students in 
Cohorts 1-6 demonstrated math readiness accord-
ing to criterion #8 above.  This would result in, at 
most, 16% of students requiring remediation.  This 
result could be lower if students satisfy any of the 
above criteria prior to matriculating into college.   

The actual math remediation rate for Cohorts 1-6 is 
27%.  The higher rate is due to SLAM students matric-
ulating to UCs or private schools that base remedia-
tion solely on their placement tests.  Although the 
final rate of 27% beat our target of reducing the re-
mediation rate by 30%, proper student selection of 
only CSU-bound students would have resulted in a 
significantly lower rate no greater than 16%. 

 

CSU Math Readiness Indicators 

ü A score of 550 or above on the mathematics 
section of the College Board SAT Reasoning 
Test 

ü A score of 550 or above on a College Board 
SAT Subject Test in Mathematics (level 1 or level 
2) 

ü A score of 23 or above on the American Col-
lege Testing (ACT) Mathematics Test 

ü A score of 3 or above on the College Board 
Advanced Placement Calculus AB or Calculus 
BC examination 

ü A score of 3 or above on the College Board 
Advanced Placement Statistics examination 

ü A result of ‘Standard Exceeded: Ready for CSU 
or participating CCC college-level coursework 
in mathematics’ on the CAASPP Early Assess-
ment Program (EAP) exam 

ü Score above the cutoff score (varies by univer-
sity) on the Entry Level Mathematics (ELM) Ex-
amination 

ü Completion and transfer to CSU of a college 
course that satisfies the requirement in Quanti-
tative Reasoning, provided such a course was  
completed with a grade of C or better 

What effect does the SLAM program have on stu-
dents’ college persistence rates? 

At the end of the third year of the SLAM program, 
Cohorts 1-2 were tracked through their sopho-
more year and Cohort 1 through their junior year.  
The freshmen to sophomore persistence rate was 
93% (compared to CSULA’s rate of 72%) while the 
sophomore to junior rate was 81% (compared to 
CSULA’s rate of 63%). 

Student 1C9 shared her insights as to how the 
SLAM program prepared her to succeed in col-
lege:   

It helped me with my math skills in general. It 
also helped me to gain knowledge about 
how the college setting works. It helped me 
understand how studying and learning the 
material is more valuable then just "passing 
the class." All of these things helped me to 
start college ready to continue every year 
until I graduate with my degree. 

The professor echoed this transition in the stu-
dents’ mindset: 

At the end of the course, one of the biggest 
changes I see in students is them making long
-term goals and having a more well rounded 
view of their education. They start seeking to 
comprehend the math concepts in-depth 
versus just being able to do the work that is 
right in front of them. They start making con-
nections to other classes and start acting like 
college students. This shift should help them 
persevere in college through graduation. 

What effect does the SLAM program have on stu-
dents’ self-perception of college readiness? 

Students in the SLAM Project reported a large shift 
in their self-perceptions of college readiness as a 
result of the program. At the onset of the pro-
gram, 33% (N = 169) deemed themselves college 
ready. After completing MATH 109, 92% felt pre-
pared for college. Chart 2.1 illustrates students’ 
self-perception of college readiness prior to, 
and after completing, the SLAM project.� 
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The statistics in Chart 2.1 illustrate the fact that 
there was a 59% increase in the number of stu-
dents who perceived themselves as college 
ready ; however, this is a limited response to the 
research question. In all, 83% (144 of 169 students) 
stated that their self-perception as college ready 
changed upon completion of the course. There 
were two types of perceptual changes: (1) those 
who thought they were ready but realized the 
class was more difficult than anticipated and, in 
hindsight, realized they were not ready prior to the 
class, and (2) those who changed from feeling not 
ready to feeling ready.  Chart 2.2 shows the break-
down of changes in self-perception by type. 

Chart 2.1 
Chart 2.2 

Changes from Not Ready to Ready.  The most 
common change in self-perception of college 
readiness was from not ready to ready, with 67% (n 
= 144) of students reporting this event. Students in 
this group came into the program feeling insecure 
and left feeling confident.  Student 3C25 shared, “I 
did not think I was ready. The main reason I was 
not confident was because I did not think I was 
smart enough in math.” Students with similar per-
ceptions reported working hard and feeling proud 
with their success in the class. The student quoted 
above followed up by stating, “[my perception] 
has changed. I now feel like I could do well in col-
lege, especially in math.” This student earned the 
only A in year two of the program. 

Ready to Ready:  Misperceptions of College Read-
iness.  Another large group of students entered the 
program feeling college-ready, only to later realize 
they had a misperception of college readiness.  In 
all six cohorts (N = 169), a total of 56 students re-
ported that they considered themselves college-
ready prior to participating in the SLAM Project.  Of 
these students 75% (n = 56) changed their percep-
tion after completing the course but stated that 
they were now ready as a result of the program.   

Students in this group assumed that college-level 
math would be no different than high school 
math.  For example, when Student 6C6 was asked 

It isn’t even the same as 
an AP class.  It’s more 
challenging than that. 
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if she felt ready for college-level math prior to the 
program she stated, “Yes since I believed it con-
tained all the basic math courses such as Algebra 1, 
Geometry, Algebra 2, and other courses. The previ-
ous math courses were hard but after a lot of re-
viewing, I understood them. I thought it would be 
the same as before.”  After the class when asked if 
her self-perception of readiness had changed, she 
reported, “Yes, it seems to be more difficult than 
what I believed it would be. It isn't even the same as 
an AP class, it's more challenging than that. The 
classes are based more on lectures than open book 
text, the professor also leaves early so there isn't 
time to ask for after school help. Afterwards you're 
on your own with your notes you took and your 
classmates.”  Students in this category also reported 
never struggling in math prior to the SLAM class. 

Another commonality in this group’s reporting was 
due to the different grading procedures in college.  
For example, when Student 6C30 was asked if her 
perception changed she reported: 

It has because I learned that a lot of my grade 
derives from the final, projects, and the mid 
term. Usually in high school, homework and 
classwork count for a fairly large amount of your 
grade and will normally balance out bad test 
scores. So, I learned to become a more diligent 
test taker and work well with others in order to 
get good grades on projects. 

Student also touched upon a third trend in this 
group’s reporting which is college-ready behaviors.  
Student 4C25 summed this up when he explained: 

After participating in this course my college-
level readiness has changed because I 
changed my working habits. I became more 

productive by collaborating with group 
members and organizing study groups 
throughout the whole semester. I studied 
and asked questions more often through-
out the course in order to understand the 
lessons. I become more productive on 
managing my time wisely to study. I also 
become more responsible on keeping 
updates on my course work grades. 

Becoming more responsible was a theme 
echoed by students throughout the years 
and cohorts. 

Impact on STEM Majors 

The SLAM Project is designed for students who 
would most likely place in math remediation 
when matriculating into college. These are 
students who have either demonstrated 
math difficulty in grades 9-11 or those who 
may feel competent in math but have only 
completed Algebra 2 by the end of their jun-
ior year. The former group generally reported 
a plan to avoid mathematics coursework in 
the future and, as such, gravitated toward 
college majors without a math emphasis. The 
latter consider themselves good in math and 
are interested in pursuing STEM majors; how-
ever, these students report that they have 
not been previously challenged in math. The 
research team was curious what impact, if 
any, the experience of a college-level math 
class would have on students’ choice of ma-
jor. This research question will be answered 
only when each cohort transitions from year 2 
into year 3 of college and they must declare 
a major. 

SLAM students 
attending the 
2nd Annual 
SLAM Student 
Symposium at 
Cal State LA 
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BEST PRACTICES 

The five best practices identified were: (1) use con-
current enrollment as a college readiness strategy 
for underrepresented students, (2) use the mathe-
matical practices as the curricular foundation, (3) 
implement a strategic student selection process, 
(4) develop a Community of Practice (CoP) 
through bidirectional Professional Development 
(PD), and (5) Scale-up the program by institutional-
izing it across all partners. 

 
Best Practice 1: Use concurrent enrollment as a 
college readiness strategy for underrepresented 
students. 

The SLAM Project uses The National Alliance of 
Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships’ (NACEP) defi-
nition and philosophy: 

Concurrent enrollment provides high 
school students the opportunity to take 
college-credit bearing courses taught by 
college-approved high school teachers. It 
is a low-cost, scalable model for bringing 
accelerated courses to students in urban, 
suburban, and rural high schools. Students 
gain exposure to the academic challeng-
es of college while in their supportive high 
school environment, earning college credit 
at the time they successfully pass the 
course. Concurrent enrollment also facili-
tates close collaboration between high 
school teachers and college faculty that 
fosters alignment of secondary and post-
secondary curriculum. 

The benefits of concurrent enrollment have been 
well documented.  Specifically, students who par-
ticipate in concurrent enrollment programs are 
more likely to: (1) graduate from high school, (2) 
transition to a four-year university, (3) be exempt 
from academic remediation, and (4) persist 
through college graduation (Hughes & Edwards, 
2012). Unfortunately, most concurrent enrollment 
programs tend to serve gifted students’ needs for 
academic acceleration. The SLAM Program, on 
the other hand, instead focuses on underrepre-
sented students who would most likely place in de-
velopmental math classes. As such, we determined 

that concurrent enrollment can be best used as a 
college readiness strategy for the students we 
serve. 

Quantitative Evidence.  Based on the SLAM pro-
ject’s average pass rate of 76%, the research 
team expected approximately 24% of students to 
report that they were not college ready.  This was 
not the case. Instead, 92% of students identified 
themselves as college ready after completing the 
program.  The reason provided was that, through 
the course, the students learned what they need-
ed to do differently to succeed in college.  It is 
also important to note that of the 33% of students 
who perceived themselves as college-ready prior 
to the SLAM class, close to one-third later reported 
they had underestimated the rigors of college 
and were only truly college-ready after complet-
ing the program.  By using a concurrent enroll-
ment strategy for at-risk students, 76% were able 
to demonstrate college readiness through their 
pass rate and an additional 16% explained how 
the college course helped them develop the be-
haviors needed for college success.  

Concurrent enrollment facili-
tates close collaboration be-
tween high school teachers 
and college faculty that fos-
ters alignment of secondary 
and post-secondary curricu-
lum. 
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Qualitative Evidence.  With all six cohorts we wit-
nessed a consistent and linear progression in the 
way SLAM students approached the class.  Initially, 
they reported being overwhelmed by the rigor and 
expectations of the course. Next when they de-
scribed their newfound autonomy and their need 
to develop self-discipline when approaching the 
class. Finally, they recounted how they needed to 
transform their study skills. 

College Rigor and Expectations.  Initially, 91% of 
SLAM students in cohorts 1-6 described the college-
level class in terms of “hard”, “rigorous”, 
“challenging”, “overwhelming”, “stressful”, and 
“intense”. The students typically delineated the 
difficulty of the course into academic content 
(statistics) and university expectations (student be-
haviors).  Student 6C25 captured the essence of 
both aspects when he reported: 

My perception of being college-ready is way 
different from what I imagined in high school. 
Seeing the difference of how math is taught at 
a college level, there is no teacher to tell you 
to stay awake in class or what you are missing 
or need to turn in for the class. No extra credit. 
They teach us how the work is done and ex-
pects us to learn this knowledge and be pre-
pared for a quiz or test. 

All six SLAM teachers also observed their students’ 
responses to the new college-level expectations.  
For example, Teacher A confirmed this finding 
when he contended: 

Some of the big changes that we’ve noticed 
every year is the understanding of college 
pressure, the understanding of what it takes to 
be successful in college, and what it means 
working in groups. Determination. When they 
first see something hard that they don’t just 
throw their hands up and quit. Also the study 
habits and understanding that in college stud-
ying the night before a test is not studying. 

SLAM students listen as the professor facilitates students’ responses to Thought Questions 

My perception of being  
college-ready is way differ-
ent from what I imagined in 
high school. 
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Furthermore, the professor argued that one reason 
students are unprepared for college is their reliance 
on easier high school expectations.  She explained: 

I think one of the things that comes up a lot at this 
time year because it’s the end of the quarter is 
that students who haven’t worked and don’t 
have their assignments completed come up to 
you expecting you to give them extra credit op-
portunities. And it’s very much a high school men-
tality like ‘Oh shoot now I want to pass. What can I 
do now?’ And in high school, at least we believe 
that, they let them do this and that’s why they 
come here unprepared. 

Autonomy and self-discipline.  Second, almost to 
three-quarters (73%) of SLAM students commented 
on how much “freedom”, “choices”, 
“independence”, and “autonomy” they felt in the 
course. Student 4C4 illustrated this best when she 
wrote: 

What I liked best was the independence we got 
in the class. We were treated like college stu-
dents and everything was more on us. They told 
us various times ‘it’s up to you if you need help 
or have questions.’ They didn’t push you like in 
normal high school classes. The responsibility 
was on us (students) deciding whether or not we 
needed to take notes or not. 

This finding was corroborated by Teacher C when 
she concluded: 

I didn’t tell them how to take notes. I didn’t tell 
them how to submit their homework. I didn’t tell 
them how to turn in their midterm – they were 
struggling with that but I told them ‘it’s a college 
class; you tell me what college-level work looks 
like’. So with that I definitely saw a huge growth 
with them trying to figure it out. 

Freedom is, of course, balanced with responsibility. 
One of the most concrete examples of student au-
tonomy is class attendance. As Student 6C22 suc-
cinctly discovered, “I learned that you cannot, for 
whatever reason, skip a class because there is so 
much being taught in one class session.” This senti-
ment was echoed by Student 4C22 who recounted, 
“something I'd do differently is my attendance. I 
missed twice when I shouldn't have. I cleared the 

absences but just being in a position like that isn't 
fun.” The best example, of a student recognizing 
the detrimental effect of truancy, however, 
comes from Student 4C6 who realized why she did 
not earn college math credit: 

I would change the fact that I missed a lot of 
class time. I would also change the fact that I 
didn’t show up for extra tutoring and should 
have made time for it. I would also change 
the fact that I didn't show up to the midterm 
part 1 because I got the stomach flu. I could 
have made that up. I would also change the 
fact that I was three points away from that C 
and did not ask my teachers how I could get 
there. 

The effects of being absent from class resulted in 
both missing lessons and late work. As the profes-
sor explained the problem: 

I tend to not accept late work at the college 
level. At the high school level, there is the con-
stant absence problem. High schools have 
their own rules where if you have an excused 
absence, your teachers should accept your 
late work – but for me it’s one of those things 
where if it’s late, it’s late. To balance the two 
worlds, I accept late work. But high school 
students have a tendency to think there is al-
ways time to catch up if they missed an as-
signment. So they don’t take individual assign-
ments quite as seriously versus college stu-
dents who quickly learn that the quarters are 
short and if I miss something it’s going to snow-
ball into failing the class. In college every as-
signment is sacred. Whereas there are so 
many assignments for high school students. 
They have assignments every day that they 
turn in to be graded so they feel like missing 
one or two here is no big deal.  

The responsibility was on us. 
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Besides the attendance challenges, students also 
typically received a rude awakening after the mid-
terms were graded. At that point, in all three years 
of the research project, students realized that what 
they have always done in high school does not con-
stitute college-level work. As Student 4C25 elo-
quently expounded: 

After participating in this course my college-
level readiness has changed because I 
changed my work habits. I became more pro-
ductive by collaborating with group members 
and organizing study groups throughout the 
whole semester. I took better notes, studied way 
more, and asked questions more often through-
out the course in order to understand the les-
sons. I became more productive in managing 
my time wisely. 

This conclusion was substantiated by Teacher C 
when she maintained: 

In this high school we push Cornell notes but 
what if you don’t want to use them? The stu-
dents end up using them anyways because 
they recognize how helpful they are for study-
ing. They also form study groups and come to 
use the whiteboard and ask questions of each 
other instead of coming to me. They realize, so 
this is what a study group looks like so when you 
go to college. This what you need to be doing 
to succeed.  So I definitely saw a lot of growth in 
those areas. 

After participating in this 
course my college-level 
readiness has changed. 

Transformation of study skills.  Third, 81% of stu-
dents reported a drastic change in their study skills 
by the end of the MATH 109 course. They dis-
cussed a distinct transformation in both their inde-
pendent and interdependent study skills. Student 
6C17 described her personal approach to college
-level coursework: 

I needed to take the time to figure out better 
ways to study. I didn't realize it at first, but in a 
college course you need to start from scratch 
with your study habits because it's a whole 
different type of learning than in a high school 
course. 

Conversely, Student 4C2 described the interde-
pendent nature of learning in a college course: 

What I wish I had known before I started the 
SLAM Project is the importance of communi-
cation between your peers. There are going 
to be times where you cannot do it all by 
yourself, and you need to ask for help. The 
group work helped me understand that I am 
not the only one that sometimes gets stuck on 
a problem and gave me the opportunity to 
experience study groups which will be helpful 
for college. 

Student 6C22 synthesized both approaches per-
fectly when she wrote, “It's definitely not like a 
High school class where late work or extra credit is 
acceptable.  It's both more independent yet de-
pendent on your peers.”  

The results of these conversions in the students’ 
study skills were documented by the professor 
when she explained: 

There’s that moment when students start to 
realize how much their success or failure in the 
course is dependent on themselves. High 
school students don’t tend to think that far 
ahead and I think that’s one of the biggest 
contrasts of college ready behaviors. College 
students think ‘oh I take this course and it’s a 
prerequisite for that other course.’ High school 
students don’t think past what’s in front of 
them in two weeks. The past three years I saw 
that change in the high school students. It 
comes in very subtle ways were they start ask-
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ing you about next year. That change is in re-
spect to making longer-term goals for their 
coursework. The big change is that they start 
seeking to understand the material versus just 
being able to complete the problems. That is 
the goal we found the first year – all of a sud-
den they were asking better questions, they 
were working more efficiently with their peers, 
it’s not just about goofing off when you have 
down time but they were asking questions of 
one another. And they start to become much 
more independent learners. They’re not so reli-
ant on textbooks or Google or all the habits 
they fall into like looking up the answer in the 

Best Practice 2: Use the mathematical practic-
es as the curricular foundation. 

Unlike traditional math curricula that focus on 
teaching one skill or procedure at a time, the SLAM 
course was built upside down, meaning that the 
math practices are the primary foundation for the 
course.  The math practices developed for the 
SLAM course are similar to the Common Core Math 
Practice Standards with a few standards conflated 
and assessment for correct answers added.  The 
SLAM math practices are as follows; however, one 
additional practice, Precision in Problem Solving, 
was not assessed consistently and is not included in 
this report. 

Quantitative Evidence.  SLAM students’ math 
practices were measured in a diagnostic pre-test 
on the first day of class.  The assessment, adapted 
from the Phillip Exeter Academy math curriculum, 
consisted of eight word problems, one per page, 
covering pre-requisite content.  For comparison, 
students’ final exams were analyzed using the 
same rubric as the pre-test.  The students in all six 
cohorts (N = 164) demonstrated a 33% aggregate 
growth in mathematical practices.  The popula-
tion decreased from 169 to 164 as pre-test data 
were not available for five students.  Charts 3.1 
and 3.2 below show the aggregate growth and 
the change in each practice, respectively. 

SLAM Mathematical Practices 

ü Attempts Problems 

ü Demonstrates Understanding 

ü Demonstrates Tenacity in Problem Solving 

ü Utilizes Appropriate Tools 

ü Considers All Constraints of Problems 

ü Answers Problems Correctly 

Chart 3.1 
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Chart 3.2 

Once the practices were measured, the correlation 
coefficient was calculated between the final exam 
and the post-test to determine the relationship be-
tween the variables.  A very strong relationship was 
found with a correlation coefficient of 0.84.  Chart 
3.3 illustrates this relationship. 

The evidence of a very strong correlation between 
the students’ use of the math practices and their 
performance on their final exam suggests that focus-
ing the curriculum on a foundation of math practic-

es is a best practice for student success in the 
course. 

The strong correlation between math practices 
and grades was not surprising to the research 
team, but another finding that arose from the 
analysis of math practices was unexpected.  Re-
call that the first research question compares the 
various teaching models to course pass rates.  
Given this question, all data were disaggregated 
by cohort as well as in the aggregate.  When an-
alyzing the practices by cohort, we found as ex-
pected, that students from lower performing 
schools tested lower in math practices on the pre-
test than those from higher performing schools.  
We expected to see a similar pattern on the post-
test with students from lower performing schools 
scoring lower and those from higher performing 
schools scoring higher, but that did not happen.  
Instead, the cohorts with lower pre-test scores 
had higher post-test scores.  To analyze this, we 
compared the individual students’ pre- and post-
test math practices and found a very weal corre-
lation of 0.15 (illustrated on Chart 3.4).   

Chart 3.3 
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Chart 3.4 

These data suggest that, in one semester, the SLAM 
project may be able to close students’ gap in math 
practices which, in turn, increases their test perfor-
mance. 

Qualitative Evidence.  The instructors credit the 
curriculum design for the growth in mathematical 
practices.  Specifically, they lauded the impact of 
quantitative reasoning in place of a traditional math 
curriculum that focuses on procedures.  Teacher A 
explained, “it has given the students an opportunity 
to see math in a different light because it’s more 
about the interpretation and the understanding 
than the procedure and arriving at a single answer.”  
In relation to the practice standards, he described, 
“We’re supposed to be transitioning [to the Com-
mon Core] and trying to embed some of our eight 
standard practices but this class forces you to em-
bed them in a natural way.”  Naturally embedding 
the practices came from the quantitative reasoning 
aspect of the course. 

The students were required to demonstrate quanti-
tative reasoning verbally in group work and individu-
ally in writing.  Teacher 2 compared both examples 
of her students’ demonstration of quantitative rea-
soning over time:  

They start off by just boxing in their answers be-
cause they’re so used to it but in stats you have 
to justify, you have to explain it, you have to 
convince me. There is talk that that’s the right 
answer or the wrong answer but in the end you 
need to convince me…So as I’m walking 
around today and they’re doing the final I can 
definitely see a lot more writing – I mean they 
are complaining that there wasn’t enough 
space [for their answers].  

Long, written responses replaced single numerical 

answers in the SLAM coursework.  Student 4C9 
reflected, “I liked the fact that there wasn't always 
a correct answer; you had to convince people 
you were right.”  In their surveys, the students re-
ported enjoying group work where these conver-
sations took place amongst peers.  In terms of in-
dividual work, Student 3C4 succinctly observed, 
“This type of math is different from what I’ve taken 
before.  This type of math has English.”  For a 
broader perspective aligned to the math practic-
es, Student 2C6 admitted, “I like coming to this 
class to critically think.”   

This class forces you to em-
bed [the Common Core 
Math Practice Standards] in 
a natural way. 

Best Practice 3:  Implement a strategic stu-
dent selection process.  

The SLAM Project was developed for a specific 
reason: to increase college success by decreasing 
the need for math remediation. As such, the pro-
gram targets students who are not 

eligible for, or interested in, Advanced Placement 
math programs but also not those who require 
intensive remediation. In other words, this program 
is for students who are statistically “middle-of-the-
road”. In order to target this population, quantita-
tive criteria were set to identify a pool of potential 
students. Those were: (1) a weighted GPA be-
tween 2.3 – 3.1, and (2) passed Algebra 2 with a 
grade of C or higher. From this pool, current math 
teacher recommendations were used to narrow 
the population. In the spring of junior year, stu-
dents and their families attended an orientation 
session to learn more about the program. From 
there students applied and were interviewed to 
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3, 57% (n = 54) of the students pre-selected for the 
program were enrolled in the class and 43% were 
later assigned by the counselors. Of the 31 stu-
dents originally chosen to participate in SLAM, 76% 
passed the course. In comparison, the pass rate 
for the 23 students who were placed by counse-
lors was 44%. Data from the MISIS Crisis suggested 
that the entire student selection process is critical 
to student success. 

Additional quantitative data that became availa-
ble the following year shed more light on impact 
of the student selection process.  As discussed in 
Best Practice #2, students’ mathematical practic-
es were analyzed both in the aggregate and by 
cohort. Since high school 1, 2, and 3 have CSU 
math remediation rates of 84%, 70% and 46%, re-
spectively, we anticipated difference in students’ 
math practices pre-tests to vary accordingly.  To 
an extent, they do.  Cohorts 1, 3 and 5 are from 
high school 1 and begin the program with lower 
practices.  Cohorts 2 and 4 from high school 2 are 
higher, and Cohort 6 from high school 3 have the 
highest.  These trends can be seen in Chart 3.5 
(Math Practice 1:  Attempted Problems) below. 

determine the individual’s motivation and dedica-
tion to the course. 

Quantitative Evidence.  In year two, the student 
selection process mirrored that of year one. Howev-
er, the district’s new student scheduling system “My 
Integrated Student Information System” (MISIS), jum-
bled the schedules and many students were re-
moved from the classes.  The rollout of this new sys-
tem was plagued with 167 major technological is-
sues, most of them centering on master scheduling.  
The national media coined this implementation the 
“MISIS Crisis” and by the third week of school, close 
to 45,000 students (approximately the size of Seattle 
Public Schools, the 100th largest school district in the 
nation) were completely missing from this new com-
puter system.  Additional students were left with 
holes in their schedules.  In terms of the SLAM pro-
gram, almost half of the students selected for the 
course did not have the class on their schedule.   

The counselors knew the quantitative course re-
quirements and placed students in the class ac-
cordingly, but these students did not have teacher 
recommendations, interviews or an opportunity to 
attend the orientation program.  For Cohorts 2 and 

Chart 3.5 
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Qualitative Evidence.  In year one, the co-
teachers lauded the selection process. The profes-
sor remarked that, “the group of students was per-
fect… I was totally afraid that we were going to 
end up with students who wouldn’t end up in re-
mediation anyway, because that is not who we 
wanted to serve.” She continued to explain why 
this sample of students is important: 

That is exactly the population that we need to 
target and exactly the population that’s 
missed with that AP curriculum because they 
can’t pass the AP test and they’re not getting 
any credit for anything and often they don’t 
pass their AP classes when they take them.  

In Chart 3.5 on the previous page the similarities can 
be seen between Cohorts 1 and 5 from high school 
1.  Additional similarities can be seen between Co-
hort 4 (high school 2) and Cohort 6 (high school 3), 
both International Baccalaureate schools that, out-
side of the SLAM program, generally perform higher 
than high school 1 with high school 3 performing 
highest of the three.  However, despite these ex-
pected differences between the high schools, Co-
horts 2 and 3 stand out with the lowest post scores.  
These data suggest the issues with student selection 
due to the MISIS Crisis may have resulted in lower 

The similarities between Cohorts 2 and 3 continued 
throughout the math practices (see Chart 3.6 be-
low).  These two cohorts also had lower course pass 
rates, college matriculation rates, and significantly 
higher math remediation rates.  These data suggest 
that the student selection process has a strong im-
pact on student success.  

Chart 3.5 
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The professor described how she and her dean met 
with the school to discuss student criteria and how 
they specifically wanted to focus on students inter-
ested in social science majors and not STEM fields. 
However, the high school took a slightly different 
approach to the student selection. Teacher A de-
scribed the methodology, “the way we recruited 
the students - there were really two different types of 
students in the SLAM class: one that had a math 
background and one that came from more of a 
social science background – AP Psychology in par-
ticular.” The students with the math background 
were limited to those who completed Algebra 2 as 
juniors and, as such, would not have the opportunity 
to take an AP math course in high school. Teacher A 
described the results of the student selection as fol-
lows: 

The social science kids are the top performers 
and the lowest performers in the class right now. 
So the ones who were a little bit more college 
prepared are the top performers. The ones that 
came in a little bit less college prepared are at 
the bottom end and the ones with the math 
background make up the solid middle. But all of 
the social science ones, even the ones that are 
at the bottom now, I’ve seen the most change 
in them. Especially in their own opinion about 
what math is and the fact that they can do 
math and it’s not this evil forbidden subject that 
they can never succeed in. 

Even though the social science students demon-

strated the most growth, the math students report-
ed being challenged in math for the first time. The 
students and instructional team alike believe it is 
important for the students to experience this strug-
gle prior to matriculating in college. 

From the student perspective, orientation was vital 
to their success.  Students who were not able to 
participate in orientation claimed they did not 
fully understand the rigors of the program. For ex-
ample, Student3C24 requested, “I would have 
liked to know how hard this class would be and 
what would be expected from us. Basically giving 
students a heads up.”  This sentiment was shared 
by students who were not able to attend the ori-
entation. 

The following year the MISIS crisis was no longer a 
factor and orientation was mandatory for all stu-
dents.  In contrast to uninformed students from the 
previous year, Student 5C25 shared: 

The class what pretty straight forward.  Every-
thing you needed to know was explained in 
the orientation. It let you know exactly what 
you were signing up for. The fact that students 
that took that class the previous year were 
there to give us advice, pointers and were 
willing to answer any questions we had really 
helped out.  

Although MISIS presented a great challenge in 
year two, the issues helped us understand the im-
portance of a strategic student selection process. 

SLAM students and instructors pose for a picture during a visit to Cal State LA 
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During the first two years of the program, high 
school counselors were not included in the PD 
plan. Originally, assistant principals were tasked 
with explaining the project to counselors – chiefly 
to prevent them from incorrectly enrolling students 
in the SLAM class. Teacher C described the situa-
tion at the time: 

 
The [high school] counselors really needed to 
be informed because we had two counselors 
that year that didn’t understand the SLAM 
program at all. So I tried to explain it to them. 
Then we had a new AP and I tried to explain it 
to her too. I think if everyone knew ahead of 
time what needed to happen, when, and 
why that would have led to a smother imple-
mentation of the program. 

The same trend continued in year two but the 
counselors were on the front line of the MISIS crisis 
faced with hundreds of students with holes in their 
schedules. Without a complete understanding of 
the program and its rationale, counselors placed 
students in the SLAM course who did not choose 
to be there. Teacher 1 explained it best when he 
said: 

I would definitely advise them [future SLAM 
CoPs] to really understand the purpose and 
rationale of SLAM. I think if you really under-
stand why it’s designed this way, that will lead 
you to recruit the right students and set up the 
master calendar correctly.  

In year three, the high school counselors joined 
our CoP and immediately taught us that despite 
the course being approved and coded correctly 
on the students’ schedules and transcripts, the 
students were not awarded the proper number of 
credits. The college course translated into 10 high 
school credits and the students were only receiv-
ing five. Without the counselors input, we may 
have never learned this and it definitely would 
have hurt our students. The inclusion of the high 
school counselors as part of the PD also taught us 
that they were integral to the success of the pro-
gram. We were able to teach them about the 
remediation rates of their students and the pur-
pose and vision of the program. They strategized 
with us on the best practices for student recruit-
ment. Now the SLAM program is part of their rep-
ertoire to support the college aspirations of un-
derrepresented students. Currently the counselors, 
teachers, and site administrators form a concert-

Best Practice 4: Develop a Community of Prac-
tice (CoP) through bidirectional Professional De-
velopment (PD). 

A Community of Practice (CoP) is a group of profes-
sionals who come together to share their individual 
areas of expertise and manage their communal 
knowledge. The crux of their work centers on locat-
ing, creating, sharing, transferring, and archiving their 
explicit and tacit knowledge (Lave & Wenger, 1991; 
Ostermann, 2015; Wenger, 1998). These activities be-
came the foundation of the groups’ collective and 
individual professional development.  

Since the SLAM Program was designed to grow by 
one school each year, the CoP began small and 
started to expand slowly. In year one, it consisted of 
only the PD provider, one teacher, and one profes-
sor. In year two we added two teachers (one new 
high school teacher and one co-teacher from HS 1). 
By year three, it became obvious that we also had to 
include administrators and counselors from all three 
high schools. Next year, we will include university out-
reach and counseling professionals. 

In order to create a “shared transition zone”, it was 
essential to ensure that all PD activities were bidirec-
tional.  Meaning that they needed to benefit the 
high school educators as much as the higher educa-
tion stakeholders. As the Professor further explained: 

Communication and a willingness to learn from 
each other are critical to a successful [SLAM] 
implementation. I know a lot about the college 
side of things and they know a lot about the high 
school side of things. Each person brings their 
expertise to the table so they are both valued 
and considered integral parts of the process. 

We all developed a sense 
of family and a sense that 
we can build something 
great together. 
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When we first met each other we went out to 
dinner and that was key in terms of starting to 
develop a relationship. So as time progressed, 
they [SLAM CoP] became not just a random 
group of people or just my coworkers. No, we 
all developed a sense of family and a sense 
that we can build something great together. 
In the end we started to rely heavily on one 
another. That’s the biggest thing. So it’s a 
deep relationship. Like when you invite us to 
your house, that’s awesome. It strengthens 
the relationships and helps us all feel great 
comfort with each other. 

ed effort at each school to ensure students and 
families are educated on the program. 

Conversely, we uncovered the need to also involve 
the university outreach and counselors. We learned 
that these university professionals do not yet under-
stand the program and struggle to advise our stu-
dents. As the professor explained, “everyone needs 
to be well informed. The advisors and the college 
counselors need to know what the program is 
about. If they’re left out of the loop, it makes the 
work much more challenging and not effective.” By 
the end of year three the SLAM’s CoP consisted of 
professional development providers, math teachers, 
and professors, as well as high school counselors and 
administrators. One notable exception was university 
outreach and counseling professionals who unfortu-
nately were not part of the original CoP. We intend 
to remedy this situation and have them join us from 
now on. 

Relationship and Community Building.  Relation-
ships and communities take time to develop. Initially, 
through participation in the PD activities, we estab-
lished norms and built collaborative relationships 
achieving mutual engagement. Even though we 
were very mindful of the community members we 
recruited, it still took time to build rapport and trust 
between all members. Teacher D described the pro-
cess: 

We had this community 
where we supported each 
other and we all brought 
something specific to the 
table. 

SLAM teachers and Cal State LA professor team grading the mid-term exams 
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all made some deep connections and lasting 
relationships. We all have a support group in 
place. 

In conclusion, from the first three years of the 
SLAM Program we learned that developing a CoP 
through bidirectional PD was critical in creating a 
“shared transition zone”. By having high school 
educators working side-by-side with university 
stakeholders, we were able to eschew the typical 
blame game and develop solutions to the college 
math remediation dilemma. It was critical for both 
the high schools and the university to have a 
strong connection to one another and for the 
SLAM program’s stakeholders to have annual da-
ta sharing meeting to review and revise the pro-
gram at each school.  

Next, through our interactions, we were able to cre-
ate a communal understanding of what we wanted 
to achieve through this joint enterprise known as the 
SLAM project. Those individual relationships coa-
lesced into the beginnings of a true CoP. Teacher C 
explained how that happened: 

I was lucky to come in during year two, so some 
things were already in place. We knew what we 
wanted SLAM to do and how we wanted to 
work with the students to prepare them. Having 
the support from College Bridge was great be-
cause I knew that I could always go to you guys 
with anything. I knew that I had [the professor] 
to consult with on the content. I had [Teacher 1] 
to talk shop with and he knew how the district 
operates. Basically we had this community 
where we supported each other and we all 
brought something specific to the table. it’s kind 
of a nice thing. So we were always learning 
from each other. [Teacher 1] gave me the ‘hey 
don’t forget this, don’t forget that’ cues. So we 
kind of reminded each other and kept each 
other on track. We always had someone to turn 
to when we were really struggling. Just having 
that community in place was huge. 

Finally, through the continuous development of the 
relationships in our CoP, we were able to produce a 
shared repertoire of communal resources from 
which to draw. The PD sessions were structured using 
the successes and failures of the previous years. The 
curriculum became more refined. The assessments 
were modified to read more clearly and be less 
confusing to students. More importantly, the rela-
tionships we built extended beyond the SLAM Pro-
gram into other realms of our professional lives. 
Teacher C described her personal experience: 

I learned so much from [the professor] and not 
just about stats. I’ll call her and tell her ‘I’m go-
ing to do this activity with my Algebra I class. Do 
you have any data on hate crimes?’ She was 
able to help me create a whole unit on hate 
crimes and guide me to places to find data that 
I can show my students. So I feel like I have a 
university resource to tap into. I feel like I can 
better prepare my kids not just for the next high 
school math course, but for college and life. We 

I feel like I can better pre-
pare my kids not just for the 
next high school math 
course, but for college and 
for life. 

Best Practice #5: Scale-up the program by 
institutionalizing it across all partners. 

In order to better understand how the SLAM Pro-
gram can be scaled-up across all of LAUSD and 
CSULA’s service area, it is imperative to under-
stand the context of how educational innovations 
and interventions expand beyond the original 
model. Researchers define the concept of "scale-
up" in a variety of ways (Schneider & McDonald, 
2007a, 2007b). Baker (2007) offers one of the sim-
plest designations when she defines "scaling-up" 
as "adapting innovation for widespread and sup-
ported use." Schneider & McDonald (2007) con-
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First, in order to scale-up the program across both 
LAUSD and CSULA’s service area, it was critical to 
ensure that the cost of tuition would be afforda-
ble. Specifically, due to structural regulations, reg-
istering the students through the university would 
have caused serious detriment to their on-campus 
students due to impaction. CSU Impaction is delin-
eated in two ways: academic major and cam-
puswide. An undergraduate major or campus is 
designated as “impacted” when the number of 
fully qualified applicants exceeds all available 
spaces for that field of study or at that institution. 
Impaction results in the exhaustion of available 
instructional resources and physical capacity for 
those majors or across the entire CSU campus. As 
a result, each impacted CSU campus must inhibit 
matriculation for specific majors or enrollment cat-
egories such as first-time freshmen or transfers. 
Unfortunately, 74% of all CSU campuses are im-
pacted in some manner. CSULA, specifically, fac-
es campuswide impaction and thus is unable to 
matriculate students from the SLAM program 
through traditional means as this would exacer-
bate the problem. As a result, SLAM students 
needed to be enrolled through CSULA’s College 
of Professional and Global Education (PaGE). The 
chief challenge with this option is that the tuition 
through PaGE was unaffordable to the schools. 
Thankfully, they also found significant value in the 
program and agreed to an in-kind donation of 
the tuition at a rate the schools could afford. 

Second, LAUSD employs a rigorous and complex 
procurement process. Before your educational 
services can be purchased by their schools, the 
district must first open an official Request For Pro-
posal (RFP) solicitation. All educational service 
providers interested in offering their programs to 
the schools must officially respond to the RFP. 
Next, a committee evaluates proposals for edu-
cational quality, price, and adherence to all of 
the district’s rules and regulations. Finally, all ap-
proved programs are added to the “Directory of 
LAUSD Contracted Service Providers”. The SLAM 
program was vetted through this thorough pro-
cess and is able to be purchased and implement-
ed in any of their secondary schools for the next 
three years. This is the first step in institutionalizing 
the program in order to be scaled-up across the 
entire school district. As a result, the SLAM Program 

tend that "scale-up is the enactment of interventions 
whose efficacy has already been established in 
new contexts with the goal of producing similarly 
positive impacts in larger, frequently more diverse 
populations." (p. 4). Similarly, Constas & Brown (2007) 
argue that scale-up is "the process of testing the 
broad effectiveness of an already-proven educa-
tional intervention as it is implemented in large num-
bers of complex educational contexts." (p. 253). The 
SLAM Program fits under all three of these definitions 
as it is both an innovation and an intervention which 
has expanded to larger and more complex educa-
tional contexts beyond the original three high 
schools served. The efficacy of the model, or as 
Flamholtz & Randle (2007) refer to as the "proof of 
concept", is demonstrated by the fact that students 
in the SLAM program are outperforming CSULA stu-
dents in MATH 109. 

Beyond defining scale-up, it is also important to de-
lineate the different stages that innovations and 
interventions go through as they are replicated be-
yond the original model. Specifically, Horowitz 
(2007) contends that there are three stages of suc-
cessful scale-up: (1) prove the educational innova-
tion is effective, (2) show it can be replicated, and 
(3) have an institutional mechanism in place to ac-
complish this. The SLAM Program has progressed 
through all three of these stages by substantiating 
the efficacy of the model through the "proof of con-
cept" as discussed previously, by replicating the 
original model to four more high schools beyond the 
original three in the pilot and serving the same num-
ber of cohorts in year four as in the previous three 
year combined, as well as demonstrating that the 
institutional mechanism is present and schools and 
districts are  funding it beyond the original pilot. 
 

Institutionalizing the SLAM Program across all 
educational systems.  The three ways the pro-
gram has been institutionalized across LAUSD and 
CSULA are: (1) CSULA provided in-kind donations for 
the tuition in order to make the program affordable 
to the schools and a professor to oversee and sup-
port the program, (2) the district added the SLAM 
program to their college access services contract, 
and (3) high school SLAM teachers are certified by 
the university continue teaching the college math 
courses for credit. 
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semester and if they meet the university’s expec-
tations are certified to continue teaching the 
course during the next school year. The professors 
also continue to participate co-planning and co-
grading with the high school teachers. The profes-
sor is offered through an in-kind donation from the 
university, allowing the program to be institutional-
ized at both LAUSD and CSULA, and thus continue 
to scale-up across both of their service areas.  

One final note critical to point out is that since 
CSULA’s service area also includes districts besides 
LAUSD, the SLAM program will add schools from 
other school districts as well. Similarly, since LAUSD 
is so large, it is covered in the service area of three 
CSUs (CSULA, CSUN, and CSUDH). We are finaliz-
ing the MOU with CSUDH and are in conversations 
with CSUN to add them to our partnership. This is 
all done in order to ensure that the entire LAUSD 
can have access to the SLAM program. 

has expanded to four more high schools. In addi-
tion, two out of the three original pilot high schools 
have also continued providing the program for their 
students. It is important to note that the third pilot 
high school wanted to continue the program but 
the SLAM teacher switched schools and they could 
not locate a qualified teacher to continue it. The 
program was able to scale-up to six cohorts in the 
fourth year – the same number of groups served in 
the first three-years of the pilot. 

Third, the SLAM Program’s model is sustainable in 
that LAUSD teachers who co-teach with CSULA pro-
fessors may become certified to continue teaching 
the course for college credit. Since the course is dur-
ing the regular school day and thus a part of LAUSD 
teachers’ normal duties, this ensures that the human 
resources necessary for the program are institution-
alized enabling it to be scaled-up across the district. 
From the university’s side, in order to ensure quality 
control, they evaluate each SLAM teacher once per 
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